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Mrs Shaw-Butt
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The start of the school day
All pupils need to be in the classroom by
8:55am and can come in from 8:45am.
If for any reason you are late bringing your
child to school, please proceed to the
office and sign them in.

Special visits and visitors this term
Forest School (every Tuesday for Year 4 – in houses
(Churchill and Cleveland then Pultney and Windsor
alternate.)
Starting with Churchill and Cleveland on Tuesday
23rd April

Requests for help
If you are able to support with reading and
timetables/maths practise, please contact us for
further details of timings; your support would be
gratefully received.

If your child is ill, please contact the office on
each day of absence.
Remember that if your pick up
arrangements change in exceptional
circumstances during the day, please call
the school to notify the teacher.

Mr Day
Mrs Seek

Upcoming dates
13th June – Sports day

Requests for resources
Equipment your child needs every day
A filled water bottle
Back pack, reading book, homework folder, PE Kit
Reading Record, a coat,
A school uniform in line with the school code of dress
and named
A packed lunch, if your child usually has one.

Children to be ready to go outside whatever the
weather:
Wet – all-weather clothing
Sunny – sun cream applied (factor 50), hat & water
Old newspapers for art.
Warm and waterproof clothing for Forest School.
Reminder full PE kit all week.

Please find a link to the National Curriculum

Learning in Year 4

English





Writing to entertain: Poetry
Writing to inform: Report – How to learn outside
Writing to persuade: Letter to new teacher
Punctuation and grammar: Inverted commas,
extend sentences, using conjunctions, fronted
adverbials, paragraphs

Mathematics

Term 6 – 2018/19




Science






Classification – plants and pond life
Life cycles
Food chains

History

Estimate, compare and calculate different
measures, including money in pounds and pence.
Read, write and convert time between analogue
and digital 12- and 24-hour clocks.
Interpret and present discrete and continuous
data in bar/time graphs.
Identify acute and obtuse angles and compare
and order angles up to two right angles by size.
Compare and classify geometric shapes.
Identify symmetrical lines and patterns.
Describe positions on a 2-D grid as coordinates in
the first quadrant.






Computing







Charles Darwin

Manipulating data – spreadsheets and charts
Manipulating pictures - photography

Geography


Religious Education

Art




Observational drawing – line drawing
Shapes in nature – installations
Andrew Goldsworthy

Mapping skills



Music

Christianity – What do Christians believe about agape?


Class composition: Creating stimulus

PSHE
Physical Education



Athletics
Orienteering

Modern Foreign Language


French – What is that? Animals & plants

Curriculum support





Handwriting
Sound Discovery
1:1 reading support
Flexible group maths support





Design Technology

RSE
Respect
Transition



Home Learning

Our Newbridge Journey
Our enquiry is: Can we learn everywhere?
This means we will be learning about:
 The natural world
 What we can learn by looking carefully around us
 How we can help each other learn
The key skills we will be developing are:
I can make links in my learning and talk about them.
I can plan tasks and adapt them to achieve what I set out
to do.

Building Shelters (Forest School)





Termly homework tasks
Ongoing spellings and multiplication tables
Daily reading

British Values


Mutual respect for and tolerance of those with
different faiths and beliefs and for those without
faith

